Kids Kino.Lab script development workshop - call for European projects

**Deadline**
23 October 2020

Kids Kino.Lab script development workshop opens the call for submissions. Film and TV series projects for young audiences may be submitted from all European countries. The workshops are aimed at teams: **producer + scriptwriter** who would like to develop their project from short synopsis to the second draft of the script.

Kids Kino.Lab is an international script development programme for film projects and TV series for young audiences. It is dedicated to scriptwriters and producers who are interested in developing their films (live action, animation or documentary) or a TV series.
During the workshops, **12 teams will be developing their projects from short synopsis to the second draft of the script** together with production basics (estimated budget, financing and promotion plan).

Kids Kino.Lab is open to projects **from all European countries**. The workshops will be conducted in English. The cost of the programme is **1600 EURO per team**.

5th edition of Kids Kino.Lab will consist of 4 stationary workshop sessions as well as on-line sessions. The schedule of the workshops can be found in the Regulations.

**Deadline for applications: 23 October 2020**

**How to apply?**

To apply you need to fill up the application form available on the website: [www.kidskinolab.pl](http://www.kidskinolab.pl). Applications must be submitted in English.

*Kids Kino.Lab is organised by Education Department of New Horizons Association, Poland. The New Horizons Association is a non-governmental organisation, founded in 2003 by Roman Gutek. Its main objective is the promotion and popularization of unconventional, artistically challenging cinema. Thanks to such endeavours this type of films have come to be known as New Horizons films in Poland. The association organises film festivals (MFF New Horizons, American Film Festival, The Kids Kino International Film Festival), educational programmes (New Horizons of Film Education), runs a cinema (New Horizons cinema in Wroclaw) and distributes films.*
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